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EE8552 POWER ELECTRONICS 
PART B & PART C QUESTIONS 

Unit I 
1. Explain the R firing and RC firing circuits for SCR.  
2. Explain the Switching Performance Of BJT With Relevant Waveforms.  
3. Explain the Structure and Operation Of Turn On And Turn Of Characteristics Of SCR  
4. (i) Draw and explain the forward characteristics of SCR using two transistor model of SCR. (ii) Compare any 

six salient features of MOSFET with IGBT. 
5. Discuss the Operation Of Power MOSFET And Explain the Transfer, Output And Switching Characteristics Of 

Power MOSFET.  
6. Explain With Diagram The Various Modes Of Working Of TRIAC.  
7. (i) Compare the performance characteristics of MOSFET with BJT. (ii) Briefly discuss the R-C triggering of SCR 

Unit II 
1. Explain the operation of three phase full converter with RL load and draw the necessary circuit diagrams and 

waveforms for α = 60°, &120°. 
2. With necessary circuit and waveforms, explain the principle of operation of three phase controlled bridge 

rectifier feeding R-L load and derive the expression for the average output dc voltage. 
3. A three phase half wave rectifier is operated from three phase star connected 208V, 60Hz supply. Load 

resistance =10 Ohm. If it is required to obtain an average output voltage 50 % of max possible output 
voltage. Calculate i) delay angle ii) rms value of output current iii) average value of output current iv) 
thyristor average and rms current v) efficiency vi) TUF vii)supply power factor. 

4. With necessary circuit diagram and wave forms, explain the principle of operation of 6 pulse converter (fully 
controlled). Derive the expression for average output voltage in it. 

5. Explain the operation of three phase half wave controlled converter with inductive load. Sketch the 
associated waveforms. 

6. Explain the application of converter in Solar PV System. 
7. Discuss the effect of source inductance on the performance of single-phase full converter indicating clearly 

the conduction of various thyristors during one cycle and derive the expression for its output voltage. 
Unit III 

1. Explain the working of buck-boost converter with neat sketch and waveforms and also derive the 
expressions. 

2. Explain the working of Class A,B,C and D Choppers. 
3. Explain the working of Buck converter with neat sketch and waveforms and also derive the expressions. 
4. Explain the working of boost converter with neat sketch and waveforms and also derive the expressions. 
5. Explain about the control strategies used in choppers. 
6. What is resonant switching? Explain its concept with relevant circuit diagram 

Unit IV 
1. Explain the principle of operation of 3 phase voltage source inverter with 180°conduction mode with 

necessary waveforms and circuits. Also obtain the expression for line to line voltage. 
2. Discuss the functioning of three phase voltage source inverter in 120 degree operating mode with relevant 

waveforms and obtain the expression for voltages. 
3. Explain the following PWM techniques used in inverter. i) Sinusoidal PWM ii) Multiple PWM. 
4. Explain the operation of single phase capacitor commutated CSI with R load. 
5. Explain the different methods of voltage control adopted in an inverter with suitable waveforms. 
6. Explain the Application of inverter in Induction heating and UPS. 
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Unit V 
1. What is Matrix Converter? How it is used for direct conversion AC to AC by using bidirectional fully 

controlled switches? 
2. Discuss the principle of Single phase to single phase step-down cycloconverter.  
3. Explain in detail about the operation of three phase to three phase Cycloconverters.  
4. Explain the operation of three phase bi-directional Star/delta connected AC voltage controller and draw its 

waveforms.  
5. Discuss in detail about the operation of single phase AC voltage controller with RL load with neat diagram 

and waveforms and derive the average and RMS value of output voltage.  
 
 

Questions Are Expected for University Exams This May or may Not Be Asked for Exams 
Please do not Copy (or) Republish these Questions, Students if You Find the Same Questions in Other Sources, 
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